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7  Netherlands
Civil democracy protection and the marginal 
role of anti- extremist organisations

Sebastiaan van Leunen and Paul Lucardie

Anti- extremist organisations have been, and still are, a relatively marginal phe-
nomenon in the Netherlands. Although the Netherlands is traditionally regarded 
as having a strong civil society, organisations that actively oppose anti- democratic 
extremism have been rather rare. This chapter provides an overview of arguably 
the most important anti- extremist organisations in the Netherlands over the last 
100 years and attempts to provide an explanation for the relatively marginal role and 
influence of these organisations. We will concentrate on three waves of extremism 
and the reaction against them: the rise of national socialism and communism in the 
1930s, the brief heyday of the Communist Party after the Second World War, and 
the emergence of national populism and anti- institutional extremism since 1970.

The selection of organisations was made on the basis of two criteria: firstly, 
the organisation should be a civil organisation, not affiliated with the Dutch 
state or government. Secondly, these organisations must explicitly fight anti- 
democratic extremism: we did not discuss organisations fighting discrimination 
or terrorism. In the first period, two organisations clearly meet our criteria: Unity 
through Democracy (Eenheid door Democratie, EdD) and the Dutch Committee 
of Vigilance of anti- national- socialist intellectuals (Comité van waakzaamheid 
van anti- nationaal- socialistische intellectuelen). It is less clear if any organisa-
tion meets our criteria in the second and third periods, but we decided to select 
two potential candidates: the Anne Frank Foundation and the anti- fascist research 
group Kafka.1 We conclude the chapter with a few remarks on the influence of the 
organisations discussed.2

Before dealing with the three periods, a few comments on the way the Dutch 
state handles political extremism and protects democracy are called for.

Dutch government and extremism

Like in other countries, the Dutch state has always kept a close watch on extremist 
revolutionary groups and persons. The General Intelligence and Security Service 
(Algemene Inlichtingen-  en Veiligheidsdienst, AIVD) and its predecessors investi-
gate and monitor various forms of extremism within the Netherlands.3

Traditionally, the Dutch government has been reluctant to regulate polit-
ical parties, including the possibility of banning a political party.4 However, this 
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tradition of “non- interventionism” is expected to be broken soon, with the intro-
duction of an upcoming Act on Political Parties.

Yet currently, Dutch law includes only a rather generic provision on banning 
organisations or legal personalities in general: article 2:20 of the Dutch Civil Code.5 
When a legal personality strives for goals or is engaged in activities that are against 
public order, a Dutch judge can ban and dissolve such an organisation. The possi-
bility of banning legal personalities has been used with great caution by the Dutch 
judiciary. Examples of banned organisations are the neo- nazi Dutch People’s Union 
(Nederlandse Volksunie, NVU) and the (in spite of its name rather extreme) Centre 
Party ’86 (CP’86).6 Immediately after the Second World War, the National Socialist 
Movement in the Netherlands (Nationaal-Socialistische Beweging in Nederland, 
NSB), was banned, but this was based on a decree by the Dutch Government.7

The government is currently preparing an Act on Political Parties and a proposal 
went into public consultation in December 2022.8 This proposed Act includes a new 
provision on banning political parties that constitute an “actual and serious threat 
to one or more fundamental principles of the democratic rule of law.”9 The gov-
ernment decided to include such a provision on the advice of the State Committee 
on the Parliamentary System, which in its 2018 report argued that the criterion 
from 2:20 Dutch Civil Code (public order) is too vague for political parties. The 
Minister of Internal Affairs and Kingdom Relations decided to adopt this advice, 
since “the democratic rule of law asks for continuous maintenance.” The influen-
tial position of political parties within the democratic system needs “clarity on the 
boundaries.”10 The announcement received a great deal of attention in the Dutch 
media, both because of its novelty and because of the anti- democratic statements of 
the far- right political party Forum for Democracy (Forum voor Democratie, which 
will be discussed more elaborately later in this chapter) and the question of whether 
the party ban would be used against this party.11

The first wave of extremism: the 1930s

In the 1930s, the Netherlands experienced an economic crisis like most other 
European countries, but not a political crisis. The pillarised party system remained 
quite stable: almost all Catholics continued to vote for the Catholic Party, most 
Protestants remained loyal to the Protestant parties, and secular workers voted for 
the Social Democratic Party, though a small section shifted to the Communist Party 
which won a little over three per cent of the popular vote in 1933 and 1937. The 
pillar parties could rely on the support of a network (pillar, zuil in Dutch) of trade 
unions, women’s clubs, youth clubs, farmers’ associations, newspapers, and the 
new broadcasting associations.12 Only the secular middle class largely escaped the 
pillarisation process, hence its loyalty to liberal parties turned out to be more fra-
gile. Fascist and other anti- democratic parties managed to recruit members and 
voters from this class.13

At provincial elections in 1935 the National Socialist Movement captured eight 
per cent of the popular vote, which caused a shock in the Dutch media. The NSB 
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had been founded in 1931 and although initially it was mostly inspired by Italian 
Fascism, from 1935 onwards it started to copy the German party and became more 
radical, racist, and anti- Semitic.14 At the parliamentary elections of 1937 it received 
only four per cent of the popular vote. The rapid decline of the NSB could be 
attributed to many factors, one of them being its increasingly negative image in 
public opinion. Two civil organisations played an important role here.

Unity through Democracy (Eenheid door Democratie)

In June 1935, directly after the electoral success of the NSB, a diverse group 
founded Unity through Democracy (Eenheid door Democratie, EdD).15 Famous 
members were the historian Pieter Geyl, the socialist leader Koos Vorrink, and 
Willem Schermerhorn, professor of civil engineering at Delft. The latter was one 
of the founders of EdD and later served as Dutch Prime Minister for a short period 
after the Second World War. EdD tried to mirror the NSB by building a mass organ-
isation (with around 30,000 members at the peak of its popularity) to exercise pol-
itical influence.16 To some extent, the members of EdD also mirrored the electorate 
of the NSB: EdD consisted mostly of people who were less attached to a pillar, in 
particular liberal bourgeois circles close to the political centre. They might have 
differed from the voters of the NSB in so far as they were probably less affected by 
the economic crisis.17

The goals and ideology of EdD were summed up in a programme of seven 
points. The main point was the constitutional guarantee of a democratic form of 
government. Moreover, EdD advocated a kind of civic nationalism and criticised 
Dutch pillarisation because it detracted from national unity. EdD reacted against 
the international, and therefore “non- Dutch,” character of fascist but also of com-
munist ideology.18

EdD tried to spread its ideas and critique of the NSB through public meetings, 
national conferences, and especially through publicity in its own propaganda maga-
zine, brochures, and pamphlets. It also published polemics and advertisements in 
the regular press.19 Later, EdD started to mobilise political pressure, for example 
in support of Jewish refugees from Germany after the Kristallnacht.20 EdD existed 
until the start of the German occupation of the Netherlands. During the war, some 
members of EdD were arrested, interrogated, and imprisoned, although most of its 
members were left undisturbed, partly because of the effective destruction of its 
membership register.21

Dutch Committee of Vigilance of anti- national- socialist intellectuals

The Dutch Committee of Vigilance of anti- national- socialist intellectuals (Comité 
van waakzaamheid van anti- nationaal- socialistische intellectuelen) was modelled 
after the French Comité de vigilance des intellectuels antifascistes and established 
by the Dutch writers Menno ter Braak and Eduard du Perron. The latter lived in Paris 
during the 1930s and was in close contact with members of the French committee.22 
Although the writers had already attempted to establish the Committee before 
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1935, it was the success of the NSB that helped them to win over intellectuals who 
initially were reluctant to join an organisation which included communists.23

The Committee’s main goal, according to its statement of principles, was to 
defend spiritual and cultural liberty and to combat National Socialism because it 
was a threat to this “essential cultural good.” In a later version of the statement, the 
Committee focused more on democracy as the only acceptable form of government 
and struck “anti- national- socialist” from the name in 1938.24

The Committee could be regarded as a more intellectual counterpart of EdD and 
never became the mass organisation EdD was, although it tried to establish branches 
throughout the Netherlands.25 Besides organising public meetings and lectures by 
prominent members, the Committee published a series of brochures –  24 to be 
exact. In these brochures, it criticised fascism from different angles, emphasising 
its dangerous and irrational aspects. Perhaps the most important brochure was 
written by Menno ter Braak which was entitled National Socialism as a Doctrine 
of Rancour (Nationaal-Socialisme als Rancuneleer).26

In contrast to EdD, the Committee did not agitate against communism. This is 
one of the reasons EdD and the Committee never collaborated, as EdD had rejected 
communism explicitly. However, after the German– Russian pact in 1939 the dis-
cussion on communism within the organisation became quite heated with some 
members demanding communists be expelled from the Committee. This conflict 
led to the dissolution of the Committee in the same year.27

Influence

It is difficult to assess the actual influence of both EdD and the Vigilance 
Committee given the paucity of data. According to historian Ernst Kossmann, 
both organisations had some influence on public opinion, which became increas-
ingly critical of the NSB after 1935.28 However, condemnation of the party by the 
Catholic bishops and the Calvinist (Gereformeerde) Church and the prohibition of 
party membership in the civil service might have had more of an impact.29 Perhaps 
the provincial election result of 1935 was just a very atypical election outcome and 
“corrected” in 1937.

The second wave: post- war communism

After the Second World War, the Communist Party initially benefited from its role 
in Dutch resistance against the Nazis and from the prestige of the Soviet Union. 
In 1946, it won almost 11 per cent of the popular vote and ten seats (out of 100) in 
parliament, while its newspaper The Truth (De Waarheid) sold more copies than 
any other paper. Yet, within two years support started to decline rapidly: eight per 
cent in 1948, six per cent in 1952, five per cent in 1956, two per cent in 1959. Dutch 
communists were not allowed to participate in government, unlike their comrades 
in Belgium, France, Finland, and many other European countries. Their isolation 
was due not only to pillarisation but also to their firm opposition to the colonial war 
in Indonesia.30 Anti- communism seemed quite strong in public opinion, fostered 
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by the pillarised media of the Catholic and Protestant parties but also the Social 
Democrats and Liberals. A few attempts were made to encourage anticommunism 
through civil organisations independent of the pillars, but their impact seems to 
have been marginal. In 1951 an association was founded called Peace and Freedom 
(Vrede en Vrijheid) which published a newspaper entitled The Real Truth (De Echte 
Waarheid) and distributed anti- communist posters and pamphlets –  addressed spe-
cifically to shopkeepers advertising in the communist newspaper. It was succeeded 
in the 1960s by the more academic East- West Institute (Oost-West Instituut), which 
published periodicals and organised conferences.31 However, both organisations 
were sponsored by the Dutch Intelligence Service and funded (at least partly) by 
the CIA. Therefore, they do not clearly meet our criteria of an independent civil 
organisation. The Dutch Intelligence Service was probably more active in investi-
gating and combating communism than its counterparts in other countries.32

The third wave: the emergence of nationalist populism

Meanwhile, fascism and National Socialism had become dirty words and had 
contaminated concepts like nationalism, conservatism, and even “right- wing.” The 
NSB was banned in 1945. Some former National Socialists joined the conservative 
(and populist) Farmers’ Party (Boerenpartij) which won three seats (out of 150) in 
parliament in 1963. Others joined the Dutch People’s Union (Nederlandse Volksunie, 
NVU), founded in 1971 by young ethnic nationalists, and managed to gain increasing 
influence within the small party.33 As a consequence, (relatively) moderate nationalists 
from the NVU (which had never won a seat) set up a new party in 1980, named 
Centre Party (Centrumpartij, CP), to emphasise its moderateness. The CP won a seat 
in parliament in 1982 (with 0.8 per cent of the popular vote). It soon fell apart due to 
internal strife but its offshoot, the Centre Democrats (Centrumdemocraten), won 0.9 
per cent of the vote in 1989 and 2.5 per cent in 1994. A smaller and more radical off-
shoot, CP’86, won only a few local seats and was banned in 1998.34 Though both the 
CP and the CD remained small and isolated parties, their presence triggered several 
anti- fascist actions at both the national and local level.

By 2002, these parties had ceased to function, while their supporters flocked to 
a new party founded by a maverick intellectual named Pim Fortuyn. In May 2002, 
his List Pim Fortuyn (Lijst Pim Fortuyn, LPF) entered parliament with 26 seats 
(out of 150; 17 per cent of the popular vote) with a moderately nationalist and 
populist programme –  nine days after Fortuyn had been assassinated by an animal 
rights activist.35 Though some politicians like GreenLeft (GroenLinks) leader Paul 
Rosenmöller had called Fortuyn a right- wing extremist, academics generally would 
not apply this label to him and his party.36

More controversial was the Party for Freedom (Partij voor de Vrijheid, PVV) 
which had entered parliament in 2006 with nine seats (six per cent of the popular 
vote), while the LPF had lost all seats at the same election. The PVV was founded 
by Geert Wilders when he left the Liberal Party (Volkspartij voor Vrijheid en 
Democratie, VVD) but retained his seat in parliament. Wilders remained a lib-
eral with respect to socio- economic issues, but the core of his ideology became 
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increasingly anti- Islamism, combined with nationalism and populism.37 Unlike the 
LPF, the Party for Freedom did not have a democratic structure; all decisions were 
taken by Wilders who was formally its only member. In the media and in parlia-
ment, Wilders has often used provocative language, for example calling the house 
“a fake parliament.”38 After co- operation with a centre- right coalition of Liberals 
and Christian Democrats failed in 2012, the PVV became more and more isolated 
in parliament (and in society) while continuing to attract between 10 and 13 per 
cent of the popular vote.

In 2017, the PVV had to compete with a new nationalist populist party, Forum 
for Democracy (Forum voor Democratie, FVD) founded by another maverick 
intellectual, Thierry Baudet. FVD won two seats in parliament. At first, the FVD 
appeared more moderate than the PVV and attracted quite a few cadres from the 
conservative wing of the Liberal Party. Its main enemy seemed to be the established 
“party cartel” rather than Islam. However, within a few years the party radicalised 
and lost most of its conservative liberals. Baudet made statements (in speeches, 
privately, or on social media) which seemed to evidence anti- Semitism, racism, 
and a Spenglerian nostalgia for a reactionary regime. Rejecting the principles of 
the French Revolution (equality, liberty, and fraternity) as well as modern art, he 
wanted to “turn the clock back” and called for a “renaissance” of European civ-
ilisation led by a “new elite.”39 While Baudet showed sympathy for authoritarian 
leaders like Putin, he did not advocate an authoritarian regime in the Netherlands, 
quite the contrary: he favoured more direct democracy.40 At the 2021 elections the 
FVD obtained eight seats (five per cent of the popular vote) after a rather militant 
campaign against the globalist “COVID conspiracy,” while its moderate offshoot, 
the Conservative Liberal Party JA21, won three seats (two per cent of the vote).41 
Yet increasingly FVD seemed to grow sceptic of elections and began to concentrate 
more on building a “parallel society” with its own media and schools –  inspired 
also by Orania and the Afrikaner Solidarity Movement in South Africa.42

The ideology of the FVD may overlap to some extent with the new “anti- 
institutional extremism” analysed by the AIVD in a recent report.43 It defines this 
relatively new variety of extremism as the belief in an evil global elite which aims 
at total control over society through manipulation of the media and the judiciary 
as well as the organisation of the COVID pandemic, the war in Ukraine, and other 
disasters.44 This belief might undermine democracy indirectly, by eroding public 
support for its institutions and confidence in the public media. The AIVD does not 
mention FVD explicitly.

The rise of new nationalist and populist parties as well as anti- institutional 
extremism since 2000 has so far not triggered the founding of new anti- extremist 
organisations but it has attracted the attention of the existing ones, in particular the 
Anne Frank Foundation and the Research Group Kafka. Both will be discussed here.

Anne Frank Foundation (Anne Frank Stichting)

The Dutch Anne Frank Foundation (Anne Frank Stichting) was established in 
1957, initially to save the house where Anne Frank hid during the Second World 
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War, het Achterhuis, from demolition. Anne Frank became a symbol or icon of 
the fate of Dutch and other European Jews during the Shoah through her post-
humously published diary.45 Having saved the Achterhuis from destruction, the 
foundation also wanted to spread the ideals that were expressed in the diary of 
Anne Frank, specifically the promotion of democracy and dialogue as well as a 
peaceful co- existence of different religions from a non- partisan perspective.46 The 
Second World War functioned as a sort of “negative” stimulus for the activities 
which consisted mainly of lectures, conferences, and other forms of discussion.

From the 1970s onwards, the Anne Frank Foundation has taken a firmer stance 
in the public debate, reacting against discrimination of immigrants in Dutch society 
and the rise of neo- Nazism and ethnic nationalism. The Second World War is still 
a benchmark, but the focus has shifted from dialogue to actively fighting against 
discrimination and prejudice.47

In the 1980s, right- wing extremism became the central point of attention, espe-
cially after the emergence of the CP. The Anne Frank Foundation tried to get the CP 
banned.48 Expressing its views in publications and through the media, the founda-
tion continued to warn of the dangers of right- wing extremism.

By the late 1980s, the Anne Frank Foundation was concentrating more on 
research and analysis of extremist and racist tendencies in the Netherlands.49 In the 
2000s, its researchers began to study and criticise the PVV, which they regarded 
as a right- wing extremist party. They had been reluctant to apply those terms to 
the LPF.50 The anti- Islamism of the PVV seemed to be sufficient reason for Jaap 
van Donselaar and his colleagues to classify the party as extremist. They had 
also detected authoritarian tendencies in the PVV. By 2018, Willem Wagenaar, a 
researcher at the Anne Frank Foundation, had a more nuanced view of the PVV but 
voiced his concern about the FVD. The FVD maintained contacts with extremist 
fringe groups and at times flirted with racist and anti- democratic ideas.51

In 1997, as part of its role as a “moral watchdog,” the foundation started 
publishing an annual report or “monitor” on racism, anti- Semitism, and the 
extreme right in the Netherlands.52 However, education on the Second World War 
and themes such as racism and extremism continue to make up an important part of 
the foundation’s work. The Anne Frank Foundation does not receive any structural 
government subsidies, and depends on private donations, museum revenues, and 
incidental subsidies.53

Kafka and the Anti- Fascist Action

Anti- fascist research group Kafka was set up in 1988 in response to the emer-
gence of extreme right organisations in Dutch society with the aim of providing 
reliable information on these organisations and their members.54 It does this with 
an outspoken anti- fascist signature and therefore could be characterised as an anti- 
extremist organisation. Although at the beginning, the organisation presented its 
name as an acronym for “Collective Anti- Fascist/ Capitalist Archive” (Kollektief 
Anti Fascistisch/ Kapitalistisch Archief, KAFKA), nowadays it states on the website 
that the name is a reference to the writer Franz Kafka and the critique of totalitarian 
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regimes in his work. Between 1993 and 2013, it regularly published its research 
results in Alert!, the magazine of the Antifascist Action (Antifascistische Actie) in 
the Netherlands, and later on its own website as well as in other media. Although 
Kafka cooperates with AFA in the Netherlands, it is an independent organisation, 
with different goals and activities than AFA.55

The research by Kafka concerns extreme right organisations such as the NVU, 
the Identitarian Movement, and Pegida in the Netherlands, but also less extreme 
right- wing parties such as the CP and its offshoots as well as the PVV and FVD.56

While Kafka researches right- wing extremist movements, the organisation itself 
has been accused of left- wing extremism. The AIVD stated in 2010 that there is 
a “related threat” from the AFA and Kafka as they pursue anti- democratic goals, 
such as removing everything that is right- wing from the public domain, at times by 
using intimidation and by inciting violence.57

Kafka does not receive any subsidies from the government and depends on pri-
vate donations.

Influence

In their fight against right- wing extremism, both the Anne Frank Foundation and 
Kafka adopted the strategy of doing research and sharing the outcomes with the gen-
eral public, by which both organisations try to warn of the dangers of the extreme 
right. It seems plausible, though hard to prove, that both organisations have had 
some actual impact on public opinion and helped stop the growth of organisations 
like the NVU and the CP and its offshoots.58 They seem to have been less successful 
in containing the growth of the PVV and FVD. Of course, several other factors may 
be involved here: both party- internal factors such as leadership and cohesion of 
the party and external factors such as Islamist terrorism. The decline of traditional 
media and the rise of social media may also have played a role: the voice of far- 
right parties has become more present in the public debate due to these social media 
platforms. However, radical statements of both the PVV and FVD are still often 
heavily criticised in the public debate. Research by the Anne Frank Foundation 
and Kafka is frequently used as a source by regular media and therefore could be 
regarded as a booster of this critical public opinion on radicalism and extremism, 
although their research is probably not the only cause: pressure from other parties 
and investigative journalism also play roles in shaping public opinion.

Concluding remarks

Four organisations have been described here as more or less relevant in the protec-
tion of civil democracy in the Netherlands: Unity Through Democracy, the Dutch 
Committee of Vigilance of anti- national- socialist intellectuals, the Anne Frank 
Foundation, and Kafka.

Although it is difficult to measure the precise influence of these organisations, 
it is very likely that all of them have had some impact, although in different ways. 
Unity Through Democracy “socialised” its members and mobilised the masses –  at 
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least to some extent –  while the Committee spread its ideas in brochures and lectures. 
Both post- war organisations, the Anne Frank Foundation and Kafka, tended to 
focus on research. The Anne Frank Foundation operates more in an academic con-
text, while Kafka concentrates on investigative journalism.

However, most organisations only made an impact over a short period. Only 
the Anne Frank Foundation may have exerted some influence over a longer period 
because of its reputation as a serious research organisation –  and perhaps to some 
extent also because of its connection with Anne Frank.

What were the exact challenges that triggered the establishment of these 
organisations? This may be rather difficult to answer given the relatively marginal 
role of anti- democratic extremist organisations in the Netherlands, both before 
and after the Second World War. As a consequence, there have been few signifi-
cant Dutch organisations engaged in fighting anti- democratic extremism. Civil 
organisations combating left- wing extremism seem totally absent, whereas the 
organisations fighting right- wing extremism have been relatively small. Moreover, 
the major post- war organisation, the Anne Frank Foundation, has concentrated 
more on education and research than on political activism.

None of the organisations described cooperated with the Dutch government. 
Even the (relative) success of the Anne Frank Foundation has not led to its 
incorporation but quite possibly to a tacit or informal division of labour with the 
Dutch intelligence service while the latter has continued to do its own research. 
Nevertheless, the Anne Frank Foundation does not receive any structural govern-
ment subsidies.

So far, the involvement of the Dutch state in democracy protection has also 
been rather modest. One might explain this in terms of a deeply rooted liberal 
tradition that goes back to the era of pillarisation and possibly even further, to the 
Dutch Republic of the 17th and 18th centuries where a very weak central state had 
to negotiate with semi- sovereign provinces and cities. Another plausible reason 
might be the relatively modest success of anti- democratic extremist parties and 
movements in The Netherlands, compared to many other European countries –  at 
least until recently.59

The new legislation on political parties that is being prepared does not seem 
the (visible) result of pressure from an NGO but has been advised by a committee 
appointed by parliament.60 Therefore, we conclude that the Dutch state may be 
trying to adopt a more assertive position towards political extremism, but also that 
extremism and hence anti- extremist organisations continue to play a relatively 
minor role on the Dutch political stage.

Notes

 1 As already stated in the text, we did only study organisations that explicitly fight pol-
itical extremism. We do not discuss organisations fighting discrimination or terrorism, 
or providing civic and political education (such as ProDemos), although some of our 
organisations operate as educators or fight discrimination as well. We also excluded secret 
anti- communist “stay behind” organisations (Gladio) and obscure pre- war organisations 
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like the National League Against Revolution. Also, modern anti- racist organisations like 
Kick Out Zwarte Piet (KOZP) and The Netherlands confesses colour (Nederland bekent 
Kleur) are not treated in this contribution.

 2 The research for this chapter consisted of a study of secondary sources: mainly books, 
articles in academic journals, and websites.

 3 See www.aivd.nl/ onde rwer pen/ ext remi sme, accessed 29 October 2020.
 4 Remco Nehmelman, De regulering van politieke partijen in Nederland, Tijdschrift voor 

Constitutioneel Recht, 4 (2013) 2, pp. 130– 150.
 5 Joep Koornstra/ Berend Roorda/ Jan Brouwer, Antidemocratische rechtspersonen op 

ondemocratische wijze verbieden: wetsvoorstel artikel 2:20 BW innerlijk tegenstrijdig, 
Nederlands Juristenblad, 25 (2019) 1430, pp. 1786– 1795, here 1787. See Letter on anti- 
democratic groups by the Minister of Interior and Kingdom Affairs and the Minister of 
Social Affairs and Employment, 2 March 2015, p. 6 (online: https:// zoek.offi ciel ebek 
endm akin gen.nl/ kst- 29279- 226.html, accessed 20 March 2021).

 6 District Court Amsterdam, 8 March 1978, ECLI:NL:RBAMS:1978:AC0252 and 
Supreme Court of the Netherlands 9 March 1979, ECLI:NL:PHR:1979:AC0769, as well 
as District Court Amsterdam, 18 November 1998, ECLI:NL:RBAMS:1998:AN6055. 
Due to judicial procedural errors the NVU was declared a forbidden organisation, but 
was never dissolved.

 7 Paul van Sasse van Ysselt, Democratie en antidemocratische groeperingen, Tijdschrift 
voor Constitutioneel Recht, 6 (2015) 4, pp. 356– 369, here 362.

 8 Public Consultation Act on Political Parties (online: www.inte rnet cons ulta tie.nl/ wpp/ b1, 
accessed 9 June 2023).

 9 Dutch text: “indien de partij door haar doelstelling of werkzaamheden een daadwerkelijke 
en ernstige bedreiging vormt voor een of meer grondbeginselen van de democratische 
rechtsstaat.” Draft Act on Political Parties, article 86 (online: www.inte rnet cons ulta tie.
nl/ wpp2/ b1, accessed 9 June 2023).

 10 Draft explanatory memorandum Act on Political Parties, p. 34 (online: www.inte rnet 
cons ulta tie.nl/ wpp2/ b1, accessed 9 June 2023).
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